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KlompeLOMPE - Knitting for the family

The interest in the Klomplompe patterns has not let up. Through their website,
www.klompelompe.no and via Instagram, the two knitwear entrepreneurs Hanne
Andreassen Hjelmås and Torunn Steinsland reach out to more and more international
markets every day; both to individuals wanting to buy patterns as well as to yarn shops
ordering their products. These clothing patterns have proven to have a worldwide
appeal; one that is both romantic, slightly retro, and has a distinct original touch.
Inspired by the nature and climate: wind, rain, sun, storms and sea, KNITTING FOR
THE FAMILY includes 60 patterns of the beautiful knitting wear from Klompelompe.
Along with darling hats for boys, there are patterns for sweaters, trouser suits, gloves,
and scarves. 
Here you find garments for boys and girls, but also for babies and grownups. Many of
the patterns are designed for mother and child. The idea is for the reader to find their
favorites and to combine colors that match. All patterns are marked with different
degrees of difficulty: 1, 2, or 3. If you want a quick and easy project, look for level 1.
All patterns have suggestions for delicate color combinations and for specific wool
qualities.

NUMBER ONE BEST SELLER: Since publication in August 2016.

Torunn Steinsland & Hanne A. Hjelmås

KlompeLOMPE began as a good idea on a “knitting night”
in 2012. They both had children in preschool and grade
school, and were wanting patterns for hats that fit well that
were also nice to look at. It was especially hard to find
finished goods and knitting patterns for boys. Thus,
Kjekkaslua came into existence, which would ultimately
prove to be their trademark, eventually becoming a whole
little collection.

Their goal is to design great knitting patterns for children and adults, patterns for
garments that fit well, are nice to wear and can be worn for a long time.
The books contains knitting patterns for boys and girls from ages one to six, but also
for infants and adults. Many of the patterns are designed for both baby and mom. Find
your favorites and combine colors that go well together.

The KLOMPELOMPE-series have reached a total print run of 230 000 copies (divided
on four titles).
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